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ABSTRACT
Tlús paper discusses tlrc analysis of ltrosody itt n speecÌrto-speecbtltrough-tnacl¿in.c
enuironnrc¡'¿t antl tlescril¡es the types of processing tl¿at can be used to faci.litate trans-
fer ol ext.ra-textttal informatio¡t in a,uton¡,atic slteech translation. In particttlar, it
rletails the ttse an,rl contribtLtio¡t of d,u,ratiott-based sub-routines in sucÌr, a system.

INTRODUCTION
In older to irnprove the efficiency of autorratic translation, .we need to make use
of plosodic information. A speech interf¿ce to machine tr.anslation typically only
pr.'ocesses a textual representation of the nttelance, and in the three m¿in stages of
the task (speech lecognition, language processing, and speech synthesis) p.orody it
onìy consiclered in the third. However, speech encodes more than just segmental
information, a,nd to mahe use of this extra channel to enrich the communìcation,
we need to code the meaning contained in the pr.osody Tol processing alongside the
olthographic representation. In order to study the flow of prosodic information, we
need a clatabase of utter¿nces coded for speech-a,ct and analysed for corresponding
aconstic correlates. This paper describes the first steps in building such a database.

Prosodic Information Processing
Decoding not just the sentence, but the issuing of an uttelance in a speech situatiorr,
lve need detailed annotation of prosodic events and their correlates at several levels
of replesentation. Leaving aside the interesting area of language-specific prosodic
lealisations and the translation of prosodic gestures between dillerent cultural en-
vironments, we can simplify the task initially by assuming monoÌingual domains,
analysing Japanese and English aspects of prosody separately, and coding them
into a language-neutral message structurel. We are then left with the question of
what constitutes the basic data for analysis. This can be answered by consideration
of a) the needs, and b) the resources available.

Needs:
There is not space here for an exhaustive list of the uses of prosodic information in
translation, but necessary in the long term, and perhaps most difficult to achieve,
is the recovery of the speaker's intention; the pragmatic content ot illocutionary
force of each utterance. More immediately realisable are attitudinal characteristics
(Hirschberg & Ward, 1992; Murray & Arnott, 1g93), ciues to the discourse struc-
tnre and lole (Hirschberg & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Swertz el. al., Igg2), and to the.
focus and prosodic boundary relations (Veilleux & Ostendorf, 1gg3; Wightman &
Ostendorf, 1993). A further requirement for translating into and out of Japanese
is an undelstanding of the degree of politeness (Ogino, 1g86); this too is iargely
carried in the prosody. Non-linguistic uses include repair detection and correction
(Schribelg & Lickley 1992; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 1993), and modelling of the
speaker-specifi c speech characteristics.

lJapanese, for example, makes use of a post-particle system; while Ðnglish, on the other hand,
employs greater use of stress in the signalìing of information relations. Ai the deeper level of lin-
guistic and paralinguistic fealure representation, we æsume lhat the two languages are equivalent.
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Resources:
Since we require the prosoclic interpretation to be cìone by machine, the main part
of the firsi stage of the project involves the development of automatic procedures
for the cletection of prosoclic features, and the mapping of these features to elements
of the message.. Two small tspontaneous-speech' corpora of 12 prompted diaìogues
are available to us; one produced by 107 speakers of English (Wood, 1992), and
one by 19 speakers of Japanese. Both have been analysed for linguistic structure in
the same format as used in the language-processing modules (Fais & I{ikui, 1991;
Nagata et al., 1992). They include the following categories: Syntactic: declara-
tive, interrogative, imperative, person, tense. polarit¡ etc.; semantic: probability,
possibility, ability potential, volition, permission, desire; and pragmatic: request,
suggest, invite, reject, offer, response, acknowledge, inform, question, permit.
An example structnre is shown below:

ttM [IPRAG [IHEÂRER !X1O[ILÀBEL *HEARERT]]]
ISPEÂKER !X9[ILABEL *SPEAKER*]]]
[ToPIc [lFocus !x7[[REsrR that [[RELll t(J-1]llll

[scoPE [IRELN is [(J-IDEITICÁL]
[08J8 !X7]

iii',i iti':iå'ir*El,{ NAHEDI
IIDEN conf erence-ortice-1]lll lll

[roPrc-]toD HÂlllil
ISEH [IREL¡I QUESTIONIF]

IÅGËN !Xgl
IRECP IXlO]
IOBJE !X11 [IRELìI BE-VI_s]

[oBJE !X6[IRESTR [IRELN THIS-PROI{-1]]]]]
IÀSPECT [IPER¡ -]

tosPr !x8ltPRot 
-lll

rrDEN r12[IRES'-'lH:i 
låTHlr*.r-o.rrcE-rDr0'-1]llll

ITENSE PRESEIIT]]]]]
ISYN [ICÀT S-TOP]

tl¡¡v -lllll ... ( 57 lines of syntactic taS8ing onj.tted ) ... lllll

The representation for 'conference office' in "Is this the conference office?".

Analysis-by-synthesis, or diferencing from a generated default, provides a me¿sure
of the prosoclic correlates of these features. To detect marked areas of the utterance,
we first normalise pitch for height, range, and attack; duration for global ancl 1oc¿l
variance; and energy for phone-type and contextz. The correlations rvith fundamen-
tal flequency variation have been well studied in this respect. I shall next explain
the contribution of segmental duration information.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM DURATION,A.L STRUCTURING
Previons work (Campbell, 1992, 1993) has shown that speakers signal the intencled
interpretation of an utterance not only ihrough pitch-related intonational variation,
but also thlough the durational structuring of their speech. Segmental durations
ale available to ns {rom the initial speech-r-ecognition stage, vìa post-processing. By
nolmalising thern to reclnce phone-specific effects, the underlying prosoclic structure
becomes very clear. This can be usecl to assist in the automatic detection of pitch
prorninences.

2The energy compoÌìerìt of the speech waveform can vary for reæons unrelaied to the message
(e.g., changing microphone-to-mouth cìistance), so may be less useful in an automatic analysis
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Underlying prosodic structure
Segments in prominent or focussed words ancl phrases in the utterance are typi-
cally lengthened, as are those preceding a prosoclic phrase boundary. In English,
reduced segments are signifrcantly shortened. Differential lengthening of segments
in onset and coda parts of the syllable enables us to clistinguish belween the two
diflerent lengihening contexts and the¡efore to clistinguish prominence efects from
pre-boundary efiects. This information, which is easily obtained from the normalised
durations, given the syllable structure, enables us to detect the intonational group-
ings in the utterance. Figure 1 diagrams the main steps of this process: raw du
rations are flrst z-sco¡e normalised to remove phone-type-specific durational effects,
ihen the syllable-internal dife¡ences (slope of lengthening) are compared to distin-
guish prosodic boundary Iocations from stress-related lengthening. This is explained
in more deta.il in the oral version of this paper and in Campbell '93. Boundary loca-
tions detected by use of duration diferentials have revealed interesiing inter-speaker
differences concerning rhythmic vs. syntactic phrase structr-rring that go unnotiied
on simple listening.
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J:
From fortv love the score was now deuce and the crowd qrew tense.

Figure 1: Fron nomalised Eaveform throuth phone labels to bouduy indication

Pitch-prominence detection
We are testing severai methods to extract meaningful phonological information from
the ¡aw fundamental ftequency contou¡ (Fujisaki & Sudo, 1971; Bagshaw, 1992; Tay-
Ìor, 1993a). For Japanese, the Fujisaki-Sudo model specifies the location, strength
and duration of each accent and phrase command in a sma,11 number of parameters
that can be obtained by stochastic estimation procedures. These parameters include
a speaker-specific/utterance-type-speciflc measure of the angle of onset/offset (at-
ta.ck) for each accent. This is no¡mally flxed to a pre-defined value, but by estimating
it along with the other parameters' we gain a useful indicator of speaking style and
speaker characteristics. This, however, depends crucially on the accurate location
of the accent and phrase commands; the numbers and locations of which must be
specified in advance. Knowing the position and number of accents and phrases from
the duration contour greatly increases the accuracy of this F0 decoding3. The resid-
ual f¡om this estimation, along with the parameters specifying strength and type of
accent form the raw data for our future analyses.

Unit selection for speech synthesis
In addition to faciliiating pitch labelling, the prominences and boundaries detected
in this way also improve the quality of our synthetic speech. The current method
uses acoustic measures of goodness-of-fit when selecting units for concatenation from
a la.belled natural-speech source database (not enough is yet known about the fine
details of segmental coarticulation to accurately predict the acoustic transitions by
lule under parametric techniques). However, because no consideration is made of

sUnlike English, the¡e is no durational co¡relaie of accents in Japanese, but their detection wiih
this method is relatively robust when given reliable phræe boundary location information.
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the prosodic environment from which these units are selected, there is occasionaÌly
considerable distortion resulting from mismatch between the unit ¿nd the desired
prosodic parameters. By labelling the source data according to plosodic features,
and including these in the selection criteria, we can eliminate this cause of distortion.
Looking to the future, with a corpus labelled for prosodic as well as segmental fea-
tures, the task of speech synthesis may be even simpler. Since a small number of
factors explain much of the variance in speech prosody and articulation, insteacl of
predicting individual parameters directly, selecting appropriate units from a suffi-
ciently large and well-labelled source database should yield natural clurations and
transitions that are optimal by default. Adequate labeìling of the data should elim-
inate the need for prediction of the parameters.

CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced some recent work in the area of prosodic interpretation
and highlighted the role of normalised segmentai duration information in automatic
labelling techniques for the accluisition and mapping of data. It showed how boih
pitch labelling and unit selection lor synthesis can be helped by prominence and
boundary detection from segmental lengthening contours. it is not yet clear what
features of the utterance need to be mapped onto what higher-level aspects of the
message, but we have laid the grotndwork for an essential analysis.
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